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1. TNTR~DUCTI~N 
Consider the following one-dimensional one-phase Stefan problem: 
Lu = u,. - ut _ 0 in 0 < x < s(t), O<t<T, (1.1) 
4x, 0) = f(x), 0 S’ x < b = s(0) > 0, (14 
ao, t) := g(t), O-ct<T, (1.3) 
z@(t), t) = 0, O<t<T, (1.4) 
z&(t), t) = -S(f), O<t<T, (1.5) 
where to a given pair of data functionsf, g one searches the free boundary s 
and the solution II satisfying the system (1 .I)-( 1.5). Physically, f can be 
interpreted as the initial temperature distribution, g as the time dependent 
heat flux. s as the melting interface and ZI as the temperature of the liquid 
phase. 
Suppose, conversely, a given initial distribution f and a prescribed inter- 
face S with s”(0) : 6. The problem is to find a function g which together with 
f generates a free boundary s which coincides with, or, more realistically, 
which best approximates the given boundary Sin a sense to be specified later. 
This associated problem of optimal control is usually called the inverse 
Stefan problem (abbreviated: ISP). 
Problems of this type have been considered by various authors and several 
numerical procedures were suggested for the construction of the unknown 
g [I, 2, 4, 5, 19, 201. It is well known [IS] that the ISP is not properly posed 
in the sense of Hadamard, i.e., the function g does not depend continuously 
on the data function S: Hence, numerical procedures are usually based on 
solving ill conditioned linear or nonlinear equations which have to be regular- 
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ized by imposing additional restrictions on g which are suggested by the physi- 
cal background [I, 4, 191. As to the numerical computation of g great 
efforts are required in order to avoid the accumulation of rounding errors. 
Moreover, only the uniqueness of a solution g of the ISP is known [4, 91. 
but not its existence. 
These facts suggest the formulation of the ISP as a nonlinear approxima- 
tion problem, which does not require the existence of a solution to the ISP to 
be known and which can be solved by a highly stable iterative Newton-like 
procedure developed by Osborne and Watson 1171. The approximation prob- 
lem is the following: 
Find a g” E R with 
where S: g + s is the solution operator of (1. I)-( I .S), R represents a set of 
admissible controls and 11 . 11 is some norm on C[O, T]. In addition to the 
advantages mentioned above, this formulation of the ISP allows one to 
introduce additional restrictions on g (specified by R) in a natural way and 
always yields a best approximation s* 7 S( g*) with respect to the given set R. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the existence of a solution g” of 
(I .6) under certain conditions on R and, in the third section, the characteriza- 
tion of an optimal solution s * S(g*) for the special norm ij ~ , 
In a subsequent paper we shall treat the numerical aspects of (1.6) for the 
L,- and the &,-norms; we shall present the numerical algorithms and we 
treat questions of convergence and numerical stability. 
2. EXISTENCE OF A BEST APPROXIMATION 
The question of existence cannot easily be answered in the general setting 
( 1.6). Hence, we initially restrict our considerations to the numerically impor- 
tant case of a finite dimensional (in a certain sense maximal) set R and to the 
uniform norm 
At the end of this section we shall discuss questions and problems appearing 
in the infinite dimensional case. 
Let V be a finite dimensional subspace of C[O, T] and consider the set 
R :- {v E V / v .(, O> (relations between functions are to be understood for 
each argument in their common domain of definition). R is the maximal 
subset of V for which the existence of a solution of (1.1)(I .5) is known under 
certain conditions onfindicated below [6]. Our method of proof will be such 
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that for any nonempty closed subset R' C R, we shall obtain, as a simple 
consequence, the existence of an optimal g* with respect to R’. 
We make the following assumptions on the initial function f: 
It is well known that under these conditions there exists to each g E R a 
unique solution (u, s) of the free boundary problem (].I)-(1.5) where 
u t w%)), 4 7 Km E C(Q(s)), s E Cl[O, T] r\ C”(0, T] and Q(S) =~ {(.Y. t) I 
0 <: .Y < s(t). 0 < t -K Tf (see [6]). Thus the solution operator 
S: R --f C[O, T], g t-, s. 
is well defined. It is also Lipschitz continuous and s depends monotonically 
on g and is a monotonically nondecreasing function [6, Theorems 5. 6, 51. 
Now we can state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let in C[O, T], S(0) = 6, R and I/ as dejnrd above. Thrn 
there e.rist.r an optimal g* E R, i.e., 
Pvoqf As in the case of linear approximation problems, we shall show 
that it is sufficient to take the infimum over a compact subset of R. Recalling 
the continuity of the error functional e(g) ~: II S(g) - flj this will complete 
the proof. 
Because of the trivial relation p(F) <. 1 X - S(O)11 and the monotonicity of 
the boundaries s == S(g) for g E R, it is sufficient to take the infimum only 
over those g E R which generate boundaries S(g) satisfying the inclusion: 
A b .<i S(g)(t) <- mi Sli : 1 S(0) - f/~ -1 hf. (2.4) 
It[O,T] 
In fact. each .Y S(g) not satisfying (2.4) is a worse approximation to S 
than S(0) because of the estimate: ~~ s -~ HII :Z jj s [/ ~ I! i/i . . :I S(0) ~ SIP. 
We shall show that all g E R satisfying (2.4) lie in a compact set KC R which 
depends only on the constant M. 
Every s S(g) has the integral representation 
s(t) = b - .I],’ g(7) dT - .c”” U(X, t) dx + /‘j(x) do, (2.5) 
* I, 
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which can be easily obtained by integrating the identity LU 0 over {J(X). 
Now fix a g E R satisfying (2.4) and cousider the solution II’ of the following 
boundary value problem: 
By the maximum principle (MP) and the parabolic version of Hopf’s lemma 
[IO, Theorem 14, p. 491, IV 1;: 0 and, therefore, again by the MP II’ . - II in 
-cl(s). Thus 
(2.7) 
Integrating LII’ 0 over the rectangle [0, M] x [0, t] gives: 
Inserting in (2.7) leads to: s(t) --‘ b -- sb tr,(M, T) &. Combining this estimate 
with (2.4) and observing w(A4, t) =- 0 and \r 4 0 in its domain of definition, 
we finally get the inclusion: 
From this inequality we will obtain restrictions describing the compact 
subset KC R. To this end, we shall derive an integral equation for the func- 
tion w~(M, 1) by using the fundamental solution K of the heat equation and 
the associated Neumann function N: 
Integrating Green’s identity with N and 11‘ over [O. AI] I\ [E. t - G] and 
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letting E tend to zero one obtains the following representation of ~1 (for 
details, see [S]): 
Differentiating with respect to s, letting x tend to A4 ~ 0, and observing the 
fundamental jump relation [8, Lemma I] we get the following integral 
equation for the function u~,(M, t): 
Because of M > 6, the kernel of the last integral remains bounded for t + 0. 
It is easily verified that all three kernels appearing in (2.9) are nonpositive 
and that the following estimate holds: 
Inserting this in (2.9) and observing the signs of rtl,,,(M, t), g and f we have 
t 0 c. 2 s 0 
NAM, f, 0, 7) <F(T) C/T -1: -w,,( M, t) - & [’ wT(M, T) C/T. 
‘0 
Integrating this inequality from 0 to t and using twice the right-hand side of 
(2.8) we conclude 
This inclusion holds for all t E [0, 7’1. We shall show that these infinitely many 
restrictions on g describe a compact subset of R. Let n be the dimension of V, 
choose a basis v1 ,..., v,, of Vwith il 11~ 11 -: I and writeg as C aivi . Then (2.10) 
can be written in the form 
(2.1 I) 
where &t) = 2 Ji Ji iV,(M, r, 0, T)vi(T) dT dr and hl’ ~~ M + T/cG/~M. 
Showing the linear independence of the cpi would complete our proof. In fact, 
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we then could choose n points 0 -:- t, < ... K t, :* T with det(Fi(tj)) -+ 0 
[7, p. 791, and, with the notations @ (~~(t,~)), d mm~ adzE LP and Ij . I/= the 
discrete maximum norm, we obtain from (2. I 1): /I d ~1% < M’ and consequent- 
1Y 
Hence a is in the compact cube f? {s t EP i 11 x 14~ . . Cj and therefore, 
g E K : = {v E R / 11 v ,/ z< nCj, where the constant C depends only on M, T. 
and the special choice of the basis of V. 
Now, in order to show the linear independence of the vi, suppose 
Cyzl a,q, 0. It follows: I::‘, u;+~ 0. i.e.. 
The function z(s, t) : J-i N7(.y, t. 0, T)&T) dT is the solution of the heat 
equation in the strip (0, co) x (0, T] satisfying the boundary conditions 
=(x, 0) = 0, ~(0, t) = p(t). Now. z(M, t) =m 0 for all t E [0, T] implies 
z(.u, t) ~mm 0 in the strip [M, ‘x) x [0, T] and, by analytic continuation. 
z(.Y, t) 0 in [0, cu) x [0, T]. It follows 2:’ 1 oil>, 0 and, by the linear 
independence of the I’, , ai : 0, i I,..., II. Hence, the 91 are linearly 
independent and the theorem is proved. 1 
COROLLARY 2.12. For cuch noncmpt~~ closed subset R’ C R, there exists 
un optimal ,g* with respect to R’. 
Proof: As R’ is nonempty, take a g,, t R’ and replace the definition ot 
the constant M in (2.4) by M : ~~ .?I! ~: S( g,,) -~~ S1 Now the conclusion 
follows by the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 1 
In the following lemma we state a simple result concerning the quality 
p(6) of the best approximation .s* S( g”). Let ( V,,) be an ascending sequence 
of subspaces (i.e., If, C V,,., 1) the union of which is dense in C[O, T] and denote 
by R, the cones {v E V, j II -c. 0;. Suppose further that s” lies in the range of S. 
i.e., that there is a 2, j 5:: 0, with S(j) .?. Then, clearly, 
converges to zero with II -+ c/3, because of the continuity of S. If in addition 
an upper bound is known for the minimal distance between R, and k (a 
Jackson-type estimate), this statement can be given exactly. 
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LEMMA 2.13. Suppose that there is a jj E C[O, T], g” < 0, with s” = S(j) 
and assume the following estimate to hold: 
inf{il j - I’ in ~ L‘ E R,] sZ Cn--1, (2.14) 
where C and 01 are positive constants independent of n. Then pJs”) is bounded by 
TCn-*. 
Proof. Since R, is a finite dimensional closed cone, there exists a best 
approximation 6, E R, to 2. S is Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschitz 
constant not greater than the final time T [14, Theorem 5. I]. Denoting by 
g,* a solution of (2.3) we have 
There are numerous estimates of the kind of (2.14) with known constants 
C and IY depending on the shape of 2 for various subspaces V,b C C[O, T] 
[16]. Thus Lemma (2.13) gives a satisfactory answer refering to the quality 
of the best approximation, provided the existence of 2 is known a priori. 
Actually, instead of claiming the existence of a 2 it would be sufficient to 
have i in the closure of the range Q == [S(j) ~ g E C[O, T], g < O}. 
As far as we know. however, the problem of determining the range Q of S 
(or of some suitable subset of it) is not yet solved. Only necessary conditions 
to be satisfied by an S”E Q, have recently been found by Kinderlehrer and 
Nirenberg [15]. Clearly, S^E Q has to be a monotonically increasing C’- 
function for t 13 0. The result of [ 151 is the additional growth condition: 
~ ,Pff)(t) < M(2n)! y-IL, A4 0, y , _ 0. (2. IS) 
A family of functions satisfying such an estimate is called a Gerrcy class [12]. 
For each function d satisfying (2.15) the series 
(2.16) 
converges in a neighbourhood of .? representing there the solution of the 
noncharacteristic Cauchy problem (1.1) (1.4) (1.5) [13]. The difficulty lies 
in the fact that this solution is uniquely determined even without any specifi- 
cation of the initial function ,f [9]. 
Another question not answered by the preceeding lemma which, however, 
is important for the physical application is that of convergence of the sequence 
(g$) of optimal controls to the solution d of the ISP (if existing). Regarding 
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the ill-posedness of the ISP one would neither expect this sequence to converge 
not even to be bounded. On the other side, sign conditions (g :zI 0) usually 
exert a regularizing effect [3. 181 on the improperly posed problem. In the 
case of the ISP, however, the continuous dependence of the sign restricted 
solution ,j on E is not proved and is still to be investigated. 
3. CHARACTERIZAI-1o1\: OF AN OPTIMAL BOUNDARY 
In this section we shall restrict ourselves to the finite dimensional case and, 
therefore, suppress the subscript 17. We consider an optimal boundary s* 
with respect to a certain type of parameter space E’ (“Haar space”) assuring 
the uniqueness of the optimal solution .x* : S(g*). We shall characterize 
such a s” by an alternation property well known from the linear Tchebychev 
approximation theory. Let us tirst recall a property of S recently found by the 
author [I41 which we shall need in Definition 3.4, below. 
LEMMA 3.1. Denote b?: B the Banach space (C[O, T], ;I 11) and let A : 
{g E B 1 g -< 0). Further assum f E C3[0, b] and f”(b) =~- [f’(b)]“. Then the 
solution operator S: A + B, g ;+ s is Lipschitz continuously Frechet d@eren- 
tiable and the F-derivative Si : B + B, h -+ 8s is the linear solution operator of 
the ~following system: 
z(x, 0) =~ 0, 
IJO, t) = /z(t), 
z(s(t), t) ~. S(t) h(t), 
0 : .Y h. 
(3.3) 
O,..r- T, 
0 / t 7‘. 
Proof. See [14, Theorems 4. I and 4.141. l 
Now let V C B be a finite dimensional subspace of dimension n and replace 
the definition of R by 
R : {g t C’ g s-1 0). 
For in the following, we shall need an open (i.e., an only formal restricted) 
parameter set R. At the end of this section we shall discuss the difficulties 
appearing when R is closed. 
DEFINITION 3.4. For each g E R we denote by d(g) the dimension of the 
associated tangential space Si( V). The nonlinear approximating family S(R) 
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is called a global Haar set, if for each g E R and all h E R the difference 
S(g) -- S(A) possesses at most d(g) - 1 distinct zeros or vanishes identically. 
S(R) is said to form a local Haar set if for each g E R every nontrivial func- 
tion Ss i; ,S’~(V) possesses at most n(g) - I (distinct) zeros [I 6, p. 1361. 
For families of functions satisfying both the global and the local Haar 
conditions there are well-known results concerning uniqueness and behaviour 
of a best approximation s* with respect to R (see [16]). As it will turn out, 
satisfaction of the Haar conditions depends on the usual Haar condition 
being fulfilled by the parameter space \‘. Roughly speaking, the difrerence 
As S ~~ .s has at most as many zeros for t ‘;. 0 as the difference lz ~ g - g 
of the corresponding controls. The precise statement will be given in Theorem 
3.6, below. First we need an appropriate notion of the multiplicity of a zero. 
DEFINITION 3.5. For a function v E B with cp(t,,) 0 the number 
v(h) = 1 if y changes its sign in t, , 
-2 otherwise, 
is called the multiplicity qf the zero t,, of cp. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let g, g E R, h = g - g, s = S(g), S -= S(g), and As :- 
.? - .s. Assume further that As bus exat.tf). K distinct zeros for t > 0 
0 < T, < ... i rK t:’ T with m = f V(7,). 
1 I 
Then there exist at least m .I- 1 numbers 0 = ^J,, < ... < ylii and m zeros 
0 < t, < . < t,,, of h with 
A h(t,) =- 0, ti E (yi-, , yi), 17 changes sign in (y,- , , ri). (3.7) 
1 ‘:i,<,,, 
ProoJ: If h changes sign infinitely often the theorem is proved. Thus we 
assume that h changes sign only a finite number of times. 
Let x(t) be the continuous, piecewise differentiable function min(s(t), s(t)) 
and II’ II - u in Q(E). We consider level curves r, C .Q(,Y) with M: 1 r, ‘= 0 
starting in (s(T,), T*) and leading into Q(:x). By a similar method, Friedman 
and Jensen [I I] proved the convexity of the free boundary under certain 
conditions on.6 We shall show that the r, are differentiable, monotonically 
decreasing curves intersecting the t-axis at the points (0, ri). To this aim we 
prove by induction the following more general proposition: 
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PROPOSITION 3.8. For each zero r1 of As with V(ri) ~. I, there exists N 
di’krentiable level curve T, with j :-, Cili V(TJ and a number y, y, , 
such that 
If VCTi) 2, there e.uists another curve T,., 1 besides r, and a number 7) , ;,I, 
with 
ri., 1 (x, I) E Q(x) I .Y y(t) ’ i(r), w(fp(t). t) 0. (j(T,) ((7,) 
.s(Ti), cp(yj. 1) 0, A @(f) o[: (3.10) :‘,,  .I.:7 
II changes .sigl? in euch interval (y,~ 1 , y,) (respective/q, (y, . y,: ,)). 
Proof qf’ the proposition. K 1 
Without loss of generality WC assume that S(t) . s(t) k(t) holds fog 
O<t<7,, because otherwise, we could replace s by s and vice versa. 
Observing As I (0, 7,) ,-’ 0 and the monotone dependence of .s on R, there is 
an E . 0 such that 11 [0, E] *‘. 0. The strong maximum principle (SMP. 
[IO, p. 341) and \r(s(t), t) -, 0 for 0 c: t -; 7I imply I~(x, E) 0 for all 
.Y E [0, S(C)]. Now let K,. be an open ball with center (~(7,). T,) and radius I’ 
and define 
D,. : K, n .R(,) n It .- f c. T,/, I,‘, : (c’K, n D,.) u ({.Y 0, I tl n D,) 
(F, is the circular part of the parabolic boundary of i’D, united with a part ol 
the t-axis if I .Y(T,)). Denote by P, the lower boundary point of I:, 
ASSERTION A. For each r -, 0. the function II’ has n zero N,. (C, . 7j() i: F‘. 
Proof A. For all t E [c, rl) we have by the SMP: i~(s(t), t ) c&S(f). t) 0. 
Now assume it’ 1 B,. - 0. Then, by the SMP, IV / D, :- 0. Hence, II.(.Y(T,). 7,) 
(U - u)(s(T,), TV) 0 is a minimum of 1~ with respect to 0, By the parabolic 
version of Hopf’s lemma we conclude 
0 y.(.S(T,). 7,) -i(T,) I S(T,) -As(T,) -’ 0. 
Hence, our assumption on II’ was false, i.c., \I’ has a negative minimum in 
or, and this minimum must be attained on I-‘, As II’ F,. is a oontinuouh 
function and H(P,.) ’ 0, there must be a zero N, of IV on I;, 
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For each r > 0 we denote by N, the zero of M’ on Fr with minimal t-coor- 
dinate (the set of zeros on F,. is closed!). 
ASSERTION B. The zeros N, as chosen above are located on a continuous 
d@wntiable level curve r, satisfying (3.9). 
Proof’ B. In N, = (t,. , TV) the function II’ achieves its minimum with 
respect to the parabolic region 0: :--: D, n {t < TV]. The SMP implies 
II‘ n: 0. and, again by Hopf’s lemma, we conclude W&N,) :Y 0. Since 
II.,,. is continuous in Q(a), there is an open ball UC ,(2(a) with center N, 
such that \I’, I U :D 0. Now, the function WJW, is continuous in U and we 
may consider the ordinary initial value problem 
(3.11) 
Choosing 0’ sufficiently small, there is, by Peano’s theorem, a continuously 
dil‘rerentiable solution curve 5 of (3.1 1) defined in I/ with rv([(t), t) = 0. 
In fact, we have 
g w(&>, t) = to> w,(i(tL > + wt(i(t>9 f) -- 0, 
and w(&,.), qr) =: w(N~) .- 0. Thus, w([(t), t) ~-= 0 in U. Observing W&N,) < 
0 and W&N,) > 0 we conclude 
G%) TV- -WAN,) w,(N,.) -: O. 
Now assume that there is a 7 > r with Fi n CJ =/ ;I and Ni not lying on 
{c(t), t). Then the solution [ of (3.11) corresponding to the initial point NF 
intersects F, below N, which is a contradiction to the choice of IV,. as having 
minimal t-coordinate. Thus, the curve 5 connects all zeros N, and can be 
continued until .‘c = 0 intersecting the t-axis in the point (0, yl). The property 
&,) ~(7~) = S(TJ is obvious. 
ASSERTION C. The function h changes sign in t, E (yO , rl). 
Proqf C. Suppose h [ [0, yJ < 0. Then, by the SMP, HI 1 Q(E) n (t < yl] > 
0, and, consequently, 0 = ~(0, rI) is an absolute minimum of w with respect 
to the closure of Q(a) n {t < yl}. Hopf’s lemma yields: h(y,) : w,(O, rl) > 0. 
This contradiction implies the existence of a t, < y1 with h(t,) = 0 and h 
changing sign in t, . 
Note that the main tools in proving the existence of the level curve r, 
were the SMP and Hopf’s lemma. The latter may be applied provided the 
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“inside strong sphere condition” [lo, p. 481 is satisfied, which, however. 
does not hold in Q(a) at the point (a(~~), TJ, as & is only piecewise continuous. 
But in case of one space variable, as was already stated by Sherman [21], 
it is sufficient to claim that & and n(e(t), t) can be continued continuously for 
t ,- 7, . Actually, this implies the inside strong sphere property with respect 
to the modified region without changing the values of IV for t ,-I 7r 
ASSERTION Il. (f l’(~,) ~ 2, there exists another lwel curve I’2 Iixith the 
properties (3.10). 
ProoJ’D. In proving Assertion A we used the inequality OS(T~) & 0, 
which holds for simple and double zeros. From V(7r) ~ 2 and hence. 
OS(.T,) -m=: 0. we shall deduce the existence of a second curve r, satisfying 
(3.9). Let D : = {(x, t) E Q(L~) 1 0 x< s r i(t), yr < t s:; ~rj and redefine 
D, : D n K, , I;, : =~- (-:I<,. n L),.) u ((x = 0. t 7+j n D,.), 
and P, to be the intersection point of ?I<,. and r, , i.e., the lower boundary 
points of F, Assume 1~ / D,. _ : 0. Then by the SMP 11’ 1 D, < 0, because 
u’,([(t), t) 3, 0. Hence, ~1’ achieves its maximum in (s(~r), 7,) with respect to 
D, It is easily verified that lim,,,,+, l(t) exists and is equal to .t(~r) ) S(TJ 
2S(7J. Thus, we can apply Hopf’s lemma which implies r~~(s(~,). 7r) ‘- 0. 
We get 
Consequently, our assumption II‘ 1 D, _ 0 was wrong, and 11’ must have :I 
positive maximum on FT. Since Iv,(((t), t) > 0 and nf[(t), t) ~- 0, there 
must be an open bail U with center 4>,. such that II’ F,. n U < 0. The 
continuity of IV on F, implies the existence of a zero IM, E F, - i~‘. As before, 
we now take 151,. to be the zero of it’ on F, with minimal t-coordinate. For 
each Y > 0 it is M, j/: P, , because n’ ) F, n U < 0. By the arguments used 
in the proof of Assertion B, the points Al,, I’ ,s 0, must lie on a continuously 
differentiable curve rZ satisfying (3.10). it remains to prov-e that /I changes 
sign in the interval (i/r , ys). Assume /z 1 [yr , ~~1 .,: 0 and deline D’ :-= D n 
(t 2s: y2j. It follows II’ B’ ..; 0 and, by the SMP, 1~ 1 D’ < 0. Hence, 0 
~(0, yp) is an absolute maximum with respect to B’ and, again by Hopf’s 
lemma, we conclude lz(yg) ~‘~(0, yL) c: 0. 
This contradiction shows that there must be a t, E (yl , y2) with h(t,) = 0 
and h changing sign in (rl , yp). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.8 for I< = I. 
K - 1 --f K. Assume proposition 3.8 to be proved for all i < K ~~- I and 
define m’ : = Cf>’ V(.TJ. Then h has changed its sign at least m’ times at the 
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points 0 < tl < .., < t,,, . The situation is now he same as in the case 
K = 1 except only that the x-axis her, to be replzced by the level curve r,,, . 
Hence, the induction step can bc performed using exactly the same arguments 
as in the proof for I< = 1. E 
Remark 3.12. 
(a) The method of proving the existence of a second level curve I’, 
(Assertion D) cannot be repeated infinitely many times: already the second 
curve I’, has a horizontal tangent at the point (s(T~), TJ, i.e., liml+,l e(t) = co, 
and hence, P; cannot be continued continuously for t >- 71 Thus, the applica- 
tion of tlopf’s lemma is not permitted. 
(b) Assume As / [TV, 7.J = 0. Then for t E [TV , TJ it follows: w@(z), t) = 
It.,-(s(t), t) = 0, and the uniqueness of the solution of the noncharacteristic 
Cauchy problem implies 17 1 [T, , TJ := 0. 
The next theorem contains an analogous statement for the pair (2, 6s) 
defining the F-derivative of S. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let be g E A, s = S(g), andfor a h E B, 8s -= S,lh. Assume 
that 6s has exactly K distinct zeros for t _2 0 
O<T,< ... < TV < T with n? = f V(TJ. 
z-1 
Then there exist at least m + 1 numbers 0 = y,, < ... < yni and m zeros 
0 < I, < ‘.. < t,,, of h satisfying (3.7). 
Proof. By Lemma 3. I, for a given 11 E B, the pair (z, 8s) is the unique 
solution of (3.2), (3.3). In [14, Theorem 3.81 it is proved that 8s is continuously 
diff‘erentiable and satisfies the initial value problem 
l%(t) = -9(t) h(t) - z&(t), t), &s(O) = 0. (3.14) 
Hence, for each zero Ti of 6s we have &(r,) = -z,(s(T,), Ti), Replace now in 
the proof of Theorem 3.6, the functions ‘Y, As, and IV by s, Ss, and Z, respec- 
tively. Then the conclusion follows by exactly the same arguments. 1 
DEFINITION 3.14. For g E V the tangential space Si( V) is said to be 
regular if dim(V) = dim(Si( V)). 
COROLLARY 3.15. For each g E V the tangential space S,‘(V) is regular. 
Proof. Replace ds by 6s in Remark 3.12b. Then 8s = 0 implies h = 0, 
i.e., Si is one-to-one and, consequently, dim(V) = dim(S,‘( V)). 1 
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Theorems 3.6 and 3.13 essentially state that the functions AS and 8s change 
sign at most as many times as the corresponding variation h. Thus, for t ;-- 0, 
AS and 6s have at most as many zeros as the corresponding h. But assuming 
V to be a Haar space, the always existing additional zero 7,, = 0 of both As 
and 8s would prevent S(R) from being a global or local Haar set. because il.7 
and 6s might have too many zeros. 
Thus we shall exclude the zero 7” .~ 0 by considering the following 
“truncated problem.” Let E E (0, T) be fixed, define 
s, : A + C[,. 7.1. g c, s : S(g) ~ [c. 71. 
and find a gt E R with 
(3.16) 
LEMMA 3.17. The operator S,: A + ( C[E, T], !I ,) is Lipschitr cot~tinuous- 
ly Frechet d~~~rentiuble and has the derivative S:., 
Proof This is an obvious consequence of Lemma 3. I 
LEMMA 3.18. if C’ is a Haar spuce with dim(V) -7 n, thcw 
and S,(R) is a global and local Haar set. 
ProoJ To prove (3.19), let 8s 1 [E, 7’1 0. Then by Remark 3.12b, 
with As replaced by as, we conclude h ) [E, T] ~7. 0 and further, by Haar’s 
condition in V, lz = 0. Thus S:,, is one-to-one on V, which implies (3.19). 
The global and local Haar conditions follow from Theorems (3.6) and (3.13), 
respectively. fl 
Now we are able to characterize best c-approximations s,* == SC(g5) by 
means of well-known theorems about nonlinear Haar sets [16]. 
LEMMA 3.20. Let SE B, $0) = b, and an E E (0, T) be given and assume 
V to be a Haar space of dimension n. Then the following statements hold: 
(a) Afunction s, * ;= S (g*) is a solution of (3.16), if and only if there is a c c 
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set of n + 1 alternation points, i.e., there are points E <, t, < ... < t,+l .< T 
such that the error function e, : : s,* - S satis$es 
(b) There is at most one best approximation s,* = S,(g:) of s”. 
(3.21) 
ProoJ: Lemma 3.18 supplies all hypotheses for Theorems 86 and 87 in 
[16] stating precisely the assertions (a) and (b). 1 
It remains to investigate the behaviour of the mapping p: E ++ .Y,* for 
E -+ 0. It will turn out that there is a 6 -> 0 below which p is constant. 
THEOREM 3.22. If I/is a Huar space of dimension n the following statements 
hold: 
(a) A function .F* z=~ S(g*) is a solution of (2.3), if and 0nIy if the is a 
set of n + 1 alternation points, i.e., there are points 0 < t, < ‘. < t, L1 ,I T 
such that the error function e : =~ .F* - .? satisfies (3.2 I) without subscript E. 
(b) There is at most one best appmrimation s* -= S(g*). 
Proof. If p(s”) -== 0, the assertion is true. Thus we assume p(f) I> 0. Define 
R* :~ {go R i I! S(g) - s”; == p(F):, 
and observe that R* is closed. From the proof of the existence theorem 2.2 
it follows that R” is bounded and, therefore, compact. For an arbitrary 
,y E R we have the estimate [6] 
Hence. there is a constant N :y 0 such that 
Denote by w(s”; 6) the modulus of continuity of s” and choose a 6 > 0 suffi- 
ciently small such that ~(5; 6) < $p(i) and 6 < p(s”)/2N. Then we have for 
0 -< E :.I: 6 and all .r E S(R*) 
SUP ! ,7(t) - .F(t)( .’ b f E ~ s ~ - b im WCS”; C) . NE . ~(s”; l ) 
W’liC 
640/30/2-2 
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Hence, all s c S(R”) are also best approximations on the smaller intervals 
[E, T] with 0 < E -I 6, i.e., with respect to the approximation problem (3.16). 
Since by Lemma 3.20 these best approximations are uniquely determined, the 
set S(Ri’) contains at most one element .P’. Thus assertion (b) is proved. 
Assertion (a) follows from (3.21), since for all 0 ..’ 6 .y 8, s* is also the unique 
solution of (3.16). 1 
Note that the crucial assumption on R to be open cannot be omitted. In 
fact, with respect to the closed set R used in Section 2, the preceding charac- 
terization theorem would be generally false. For the points f; . where R’ 
touches the restricting zero-function, ought to be contained in a “generalized 
alternation set” introduced in linear approximation theory [22] for restricted 
approximation problems. To transfer these ideas to the nonlinear approxima- 
tion problems. To transfer these ideas to the nonlinear approximation prob- 
lem (2.3). it would be necessary to count the touching points and the alterna- 
tion points in an appropriate way yet to be found. 
At the end of this section we quote a result of great practical importance 
which applies whenever the best approximation s* is calculated numerically 
by an iterative procedure to be described in a subsequent paper. This “inclu- 
sion theorem” is analogous to the result of De la Vallee-Poussin which is well 
known in linear approximation theory. 
Then the following irrclusion holds: 
Proof. The right-hand inequality is trivial. For the proof of the left side. 
recall that for E > 0 S,(R) is a global Haar set (Lemma 3.18). An application 
of Theorem 88 in [16] yields for all 0 c E t, 
,,!ni.i,r+I j f(&) - .r(t,)i -: P&Q 
. . 
The obvious relation p,(S) :c: p(i) completes the proof. 
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